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Fire safe timber
for interior and 
exterior cladding



Fire-
retardant

timber for 
cladding
SafeWood and SafeWood FRX have been developed to make 

the application of timber possible for interior and exterior 
cladding and ceilings where fire regulations are concerned. By 
impregnating timber it is possible to use a sustainable material.

Trees take up and store CO2 during their growth, which makes 
timber a CO2 neutral building material. The development of fire 
retardant technologies makes is possible to impregnate timer for 
cladding material with a Euro class B fire safety classification. 

This way SafeWood and SafeWood FRX can comply with the 
strict requirements of the Construction Products Regulations on 
fire safety, for both public and private buildings.
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From tree
to facade

SAFEWOOD – HUMIDITY RESISTANT FIRE 
RETARDANT TREATMENT
The timber is treated with a fire retardant formula-
tion under high pressure. This results in a humidity 
resistant fire retardant protection in the timber. For 
exterior applications the fire retardant treatment 
needs a coating to protect it from leeching. 

LASTING FIRE SAFETY  
MEETING REGULATIONS
SafeWood can now be applied as a 
cladding material with Euroclass B, 
meeting the requirements of the  
Construction Products Regulations. 

SAFEWOOD FRX – WEATHER   
RESISTANT FIRE RETARDANT  
TREATMENT 
Under high pressure the timber is treated with 
a fire retardant formulation based on polymers. 
This results in a maintenance free fire retardant 
protection of the timber. 

DRYING & POLYMERISATION
During the heat treatment a polymerisation reacti-
on is initiated. The fire retardant biopolymers bind 
with the wood cells. This results in a permanent 
fire retardant protection without the need for 
maintenance during the service life of the timber. 

SUSTAINABLE FORESTS
The timber for SafeWood is sourced from responsi-
ble managed forests with a PEFC-, or FSC® certifi-
cate. SafeWood is made from spruce, pine, Siberian 
larch and western red cedar. 

Circulair
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FIREPROOF TIMBER FOR
INTERIOR APPLICATION 
At interior cladding projects fire safety is very 
important. SafeWood offers architects the pos-
sibility to use timber for their designs where the 
requirements for fire safety are at a high level. 
The fire retardant treatment results in a Euro 
class B fire safety classification, without altering 
the natural appearance of the timber. Since the 
fire retardant treatment is not based on salts it is 
insusceptible for humidity and the durability of 
the SafeWood treatment can be guaranteed.

Fireproof
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SafeWood
Color
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Wide color range

Fire safe coating
Face band sawn

Rough surface

FIRE RETARDANT WITH A COATING 
SafeWood is suitable for exterior applications 
provided that the cladding has a coating. The 
coating protects the fire retardant formula from 
leeching due to rain. If SafeWood Color is used 
a coating like firestain will prevent a negative 
impact on the burning behaviour.  

The coating system fixes exceptionally well with 
the timber since no moulds grow on it. Especially 
when applied on a face band sawn surface. This 
also prevents the coating from peeling off. With 
the coating, SafeWood is suitable for exterior 
applications when the coating is maintained.
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SafeWood
FRX

FRX TECHNOLOGY CREATES  
NEW POSSIBIILTIES 
SafeWood FRX (Fire Retardent Exterior) is a maintenance 
free fire retardant solution for exterior cladding. It offers a 
range of high quality spruce, pine, Siberian larch and wes-
tern red cedar. The colorless FRX treatment maintains the 
natural appearance of the timber, while receiving a Euro 
class B fire safety classification.  

An innovative polymer technology ensures that the fire 
retardant elements do not leach from the timber. Therefo-
re SafeWood FRX is suitable for exterior application where 
maintenance is undesirable. 

Heating
Heating forms 
combustible gases

Binding 
Counteracting 
elements bind the 
combustible gases

The result
A protective layer of 
char is formed

How FRX works:

Colorless
FRX treatment

Durability class 1
Maintenance free

Polymer technology

Euroclass B
Testmaterial

Burner

SBI test
When exposed to fire, counteracting elements 
in the timber react with combustible gases 
and tar elements that normally range free in 
untreated timber. A layer of char that is for-
med isolates and slows the burning process. 
For façade applications a Euro class B certifi-
cate has been achieved; the best possible fire 
class rating for timber products.
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RE-USE OF TIMBER 
When timber can be re-used in a project but needs to comply 
with fire regulations SafeWood can offer this opportunity. After 
impregnation with the fire retardant formulation the timber 
has a Euro class B fire safety classification. It is suitable then to 
apply indoors or when a coating is used for exterior application. 
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Impregnation

Circular

Maintain
former look
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Fire
retardant

in a humid
environment

Humidity resistant
Insensitve

for moisture

HUMIDITY RESISTANT  
SafeWood is an excellent product 
for humid environments like swim-
ming pools. The absence of salts 
in the fire retardant formulation 
makes the treatment insensitive 
for humidity. It has been tested at 
humidity levels above 90% with 
positive results. The UK Wood 
Protection Association’s (WPA) has 
approved SafeWood in their list of 
Flame Retardant Manual. 
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SafeWood is one of the three premium  
cladding products of Foreco

See our other brochures for more about our unique cladding products!
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Innovatief in hout


